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Introduction
This paper has been collated through the collective
view of key stakeholders in the Oxford to Cambridge
Arc, including universities, local enterprise
partnerships (LEPs), major employers, business
groups and the development sector.

While every voice that has contributed to this paper
has an important role to play in the Arc, their opinions
on each subject included in this document aren’t
always fully aligned. So while there are common
themes and broad agreement in many cases, we have
referenced each contribution against the individual
or organisation that provided it for clarity and
ensure individuals and organisations are not directly
associated with opinions that are counter to their own
position.
This paper does not seek to replace the excellent
work delivered by England’s Economic Heartland
or other papers from government departments on
transport within the Arc. The purpose of this paper
is to add to the debate with views and suggestions
from leading voices in the Arc as we emerge from the
global pandemic and start to see the shift in people’s
behaviours and usage of our transport networks.
Exploring the opportunities this presents and the
challenges that need to be overcome.

Produced by Bidwells and other stakeholders in the
Arc, this paper supports MHCLG’s Arc unit and add to
the wider Arc debate.

Matt Allen
Business Development & Marketing Director,
Bidwells
4 | Transport in the Arc

Foreword
This is an exciting time for the Oxford
– Milton Keynes – Cambridge Arc as
we emerge from the pandemic and
Government has shown its renewed
commitment with the commencement of
an initial consultation on an Arc wide spatial
strategy and moves to establish an Arc wide
coordinating Group with representation
from across the Arc.
It is therefore very timely for Transport in the
Arc to be collated and launched by Bidwells. It
is the second in a series of Arc policy papers,
the first being Driving Prosperity in the Centre
of the Arc (link to document). Transport in
the Arc offers a collective view on the future
of transport in the OxCam Arc; not just of all
the key stakeholders in the property industry,
but also those of the Universities, LEPs, major
employers in the area, EEH and my colleagues
from the Arc Leaders Group. It offers a
major contribution to the wider Arc debate
and to support the work of our Government
Ministers and the MHCLG Arc Unit.
To support Government’s vison and
achieve the economic potential of the ARC,
world leading sustainable transport links are
essential. For decades communities across
the area have suffered from continuous
under investment in infrastructure which
is only now starting to be corrected. Whilst
North-South connectivity is acceptable

in places although with many bottlenecks
such as the only roundabouts on the A1
between London and Newcastle, East
West connections are little improved
from decades ago. EWR is now becoming
a reality at least from Oxford to Bletchley
and the results of consultation awaited
for the sections from Bletchley to Bedford
and onward to Cambridge. With likely
commencement of the A421/A418
Expressway from Black Gat to Caxton
Gibbet good road connections will link
Milton Keynes to Cambridge but links from
M1 J13 to Oxford are woefully inadequate.
These improvements must of course be
accomplished whilst we reduce transport
related emissions and significantly improve
biodiversity across the Arc; Arc Leaders
have called for targets significantly more
challenging than national objectives.

infrastructures will help support this
delivering much improved health and
environmental benefits.
Transport in the Arc seeks to add to the
debate with views and suggestions from
leading voices in the Arc as we embrace the
opportunities that the Arc presents, with
a pledge to work together to overcome
the challenges we face. It is an excellent
start point. We look forward to working with
Government and partners to deliver the
optimum solutions for our people and our
economy.

We must also recognise the needs of
different communities within the Arc, major
urban communities proposing ambitious
plans for rapid transit systems, whilst rural
areas need new solutions for sustainable
public transport and acceptance that even
with encouragement to reduce car use, it
will remain vital to many.
Local authorities are also investing
significant amounts in active travel and
arc wide support of walking and cycling

Councillor Richard Wenhan
Leader, Central Bedfordshire Council
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1.0 Transport in the Arc

Following on from the England’s Economic
Heartland (EEH) transport strategy, this
paper seeks to bring together leading
voices in the development sector, with
transport specialists, academics, enterprise
partnerships and the region’s leading
employers, to further the discussion on the
vital infrastructure across the Arc.1
The EEH transport strategy was agreed by
its Strategic Transport Forum of elected
representatives in February 2021. It is
grounded in a robust knowledge of the
region (captured by its regional evidence
base), informed by a series of technical
pieces of work commissioned by EEH and
its partners, and shaped by two rounds
of public engagement. It was also subject
to an integrated sustainability appraisal
undertaken in parallel with the technical
work. 2

The transport strategy recognises the
region as an economic powerhouse and
home to world-leading universities and
innovators that is blessed with a natural,
historic and built environment which
makes it an attractive place to live, work
and play. But in recognising and harnessing
these strengths for current and future
generations, it is also clear that investment
in the region’s transport system is essential
in order to enable sustainable growth. 3
Transport is important, but needs to be
balanced against the aspirations of the
current and future workforce. Work by
Cambridge Ahead suggests that the
younger working population (below 35) has
a very different set of expectations about
work (ie more time working from home, less
commuting etc) than the older workforce.
That doesn’t mean that transport needs
necessarily change, but does mean they
need to be looked at from a slightly different
perspective and with a different customer/
consumer in mind. Similarly, the greater

use of agile working acts as a multiplier
for much of our existing office space (and
transport capacity), so any given level of
investment, it should be possible to create
more economic benefit.4
The need to improve transport is clear and
we need to weave this around changing
commuter patterns and changes in the
way we live, alongside factoring in the
approaching age of fully autonomous
transport. None of it easy but there is no
better place to innovate and to find the
answers than the ARC region itself. Those
answers will help the rest of the UK and be
applicable globally. 5

References
1. Matt Allen, BD & Marketing Director, Bidwells
2. Naomi Green, Interim Director, England’s Economic Heartland
3. Naomi Green, Interim Director, England’s Economic Heartland
4. James Rolfe, Chief Operating Officer, Anglia Ruskin University
5. Patrick McMahon, BD & Marketing Director, Bidwells
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2.0 Connectivity
across the Arc
We must change the way in which we plan,
develop and deliver investment within the
Arc. The lack of capacity within the current
transport system acts as a constraint
on sustainable growth and reduces
resilience and reliability, all of which impacts
productivity. Lack of choice in travel options
acts as a constraint for those seeking
access to services and opportunities. And
the environmental impact of the transport
system is unacceptable, with carbon
emissions from transport currently 10%
above the national average.6
Existing transport links between Oxford
and Cambridge are extremely poor. There
are no direct road links, with the quickest
route between the two cities being to travel
down to the M25 and across. The existing
rail network is also poor between the two,
with a requirement to travel into central
London and change to a different station
before travelling on. Bus connectivity is
also convoluted. This means there is no
direct public transport route across the
Arc for movement of people and freight.
For the Arc area to be a true international
competitor to the likes of Silicon Valley,
and to draw in inward investment, easy,
sustainable and efficient movement across
its geographical areas, especially the
employment hubs, critically needs to be
addressed.7
Addressing east-west connectivity could
lead to growth through better integration of
labour markets and consequent knowledge
spill overs. According to 2011 Census
data, only 1.7% of the resident workforce
in the SEMLEP area worked in Oxford or
Cambridge, versus 5.1% in London. Plus,

while it is possible to reach London in under
40 minutes by public transport from Milton
Keynes, Bedford, Flitwick and Luton, public
transport journeys from Oxford to Milton
Keynes, or Milton Keynes to Cambridge can
take considerably longer. 8
The question as to whether the lack
of more strategic and sustainable
connectivity is holding back the Arc must
relate to the objectives and relationships
being strived for along its length. Given the
Government’s stated ambition to foster
the potential of the Arc to be a ‘growth
corridor similar to Silicon Valley that
nurtures the UK’s innovative industries’,
it would suggest that the aim is to create
an economy and geography that can
operate as a single entity with a singular
reputation. Therefore, for this vision to
become a reality, strategic connectivity is
needed - without it, the vision will not be
realised. However, it should be recognised
that the existing urban centres within the
Arc are already hugely successful as a
series of polycentric economies and that
there is still huge potential to be realised
from the improvements to local transport
connectivity around these centres.9

or undermine the need for local transport
authorities to plan effectively and deliver
solutions in the shorter term.10
However, the discussion around
connectivity should not be limited to
east west. The Arc as a growth area is
not linear and therefore the north–south
connections also need to be considered in
the transport discussion.11

Therefore, the likely balance is to continue
to develop local transport solutions and
investments to support the continued
sustainable growth of existing success
stories but link these centres to one
another through strategic connections
which can leverage economic, social and
environmental benefits across a wider area.
Inter and intra-city solutions are needed
and it is important that planning and
debate around the Arc does not distract

References
6. Naomi Green, Interim Director, England’s Economic Heartland
7. Rebecca Warren, Director of Oxford-Cambridge Arc, Thakeham
8. Hilary Chipping, Chief Executive, SEMLEP
9. Ron Henry, Regional Director, Stantec
10. Ron Henry, Regional Director, Stantec
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2.0 Connectivity Across the Arc

Optimising connectivity
between different modes of
transport
High-quality, seamless interchanges between
different modes of transport and networks
will be essential in delivering an integrated
transport system across the Arc.12
Connectivity can be optimised through
integrated Mobility as a Service (MaaS)
platforms that enable Demand Responsive
Transport (DRT) and which coordinate
different modes and transport options.
Historic examples in the central area such as
Smart Move Northamptonshire, MK:Smart
and the Milton Keynes e-scooter trials
have demonstrated how this would work in
practice, but new projects will require further
innovation to work at a broader, regional
scale. For example, rural areas tend to be
excluded from multi-modal transport due to
dependence on private car travel. 13
The government’s proposals must plan
for ‘personas’ and scenarios of residents’
experiences in 2030 and 2050. We need
to consider the impact of emergent
technologies like air mobility and CAV.
Alongside the role for active and healthy
travel modes, like travelling and walking,
particularly where this is in conjunction
with other modes (‘combo-travel’). There is
exciting opportunity to integrate transport
strategy with the strategy of the local
Director of Public Health to ensure that
public health goals are also met 14
Last mile delivery solutions also need to
be reconsidered and made more carbon
friendly. Typically, outside of London most
such journeys are undertaken by multiple
delivery vans, often criss-crossing the
same small area. Enhancing connectivity
References

and providing other options both for robotic
delivery and bike couriers may help facilitate
this. It would require all delivery companies
to feed into a last mile delivery hub, which
would coordinate deliveries to their
destination, avoiding unnecessary multiple
trips by different delivery vehicles to the
same destinations/streets.15
A challenge for a huge geographical
area such as the Arc will be ensuring
that separate networks feel like a whole
system that works together. Intermodal
connectivity should cover several areas.16
There is a need for a coherent policy
framework within which transport
infrastructure network consenting
decisions need to be made, so as to provide
for a ‘whole’ network feel, not just from
the infrastructure side, but also other
developments.17
Strategic Interchanges: EWR provides
the opportunity for strategic interchange
between other road and rail networks
(passenger and freight) and in the case of
new settlements, to have interchanges at
their heart and as a community focus and
hub.18 This creates a physical connectivity
whereby bus, metro and rail stops are
adjacent to each other, and accessible by
foot and cycle. 19
Local Interchanges: The integration of
urban and suburban transport networks
and more strategic connections (EWR
and the existing rail network) will remain
a priority for sustainable growth. These
need to be suitably planned and funded for
best social, economic and environmental
outcomes. Clear and consistent
information creates an impression of unity,
identity and passenger legibility. 20

11. Ron Henry, Regional Director, Stantec
12. Ron Henry, Regional Director, Stantec
13. Hilary Chipping, Chief Executive, SEMLEP
14. Vasant Chari, Solution Architect, Connected Places Catapult
15. Rebecca Warren, Director of Oxford-Cambridge Arc, Thakeham
16. Elliot Page, Director - Transport, Stantec
17. Robbie Owen, Head of Infrastructure, Planning and Government Affairs
18. Elliot Page, Director - Transport, Stantec
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Local Stops and Shared Mobility: Whilst
attention tends to be focussed on major
interchange hubs, the way in which bus
stops are laid out and their relationship
to cycle parking and first and last mile
connections is also important to maximise
patronage and interchange between public
transport and active mode networks. The
role that mobility hubs can play in providing
access to a suite of shared transport
solutions is now coming to the fore and
should be being planned for in our urban
centres and rural hinterlands. The role of
Demand Responsive Transport (DRT) and
the way in which this can provide viable
transport solutions for rural areas should be
assessed and be part of the Arc Transport
Strategy and in the context of findings from
the Government’s Rural Mobility trials. 21
Ticketing: A simplified approach to ticketing
represents a huge opportunity to improve
both the take-up of more sustainable
transport solutions and intermodal
connectivity. The national bus strategy
and local transport authorities that are
exploring a transition towards franchising
have an opportunity to co-ordinate
and simplify ticketing across transport
networks. 22 Ticketing connectivity
creates a single ticketing system for all
modes, eliminating the need (and cost) of
purchasing separate tickets for each mode
used. 23 MaaS will increasingly become a
ticketing solution for multiple modes of
transport and the way in which this can
be standardised across the Arc should be
explored. 24
Operational and Informational: Operational
connectivity is where service timetables
link together, while informational
connectivity means there is a single source

19. Prof. Kevin Shakesheff, PVC-Research, Enterprise and Scholarship, The Open University
20. Elliot Page, Director - Transport, Stantec
21. Elliot Page, Director - Transport, Stantec
22. Elliot Page, Director - Transport, Stantec
23. Prof. Kevin Shakesheff, PVC-Research, Enterprise and Scholarship, The Open University
24. Elliot Page, Director - Transport, Stantec

of information to make a journey meaning
users do not need to consult several
timetables. 25
Digital connectivity initiatives are
addressing many of these issues but there
is a strong institutional lag in Britain’s
fragmented transport service systems.
The much-advocated concept of MaaS
envisages a digital interface providing
ticketing and informational connectivity,
and there is an opportunity for the Arc
to be exemplar in integrating all types of
connectivity. 26

The Arc’s connectivity needs
to go beyond transport
The opportunity to respond to a more
global, strategic agenda, including
proactive responses to decarbonisation,
reduced reliance upon travel and economic,
social, and environmental betterment
within the Arc has not been fully articulated.
Enhancing social value, community
cohesion, digital infrastructure, accessibility
to new green spaces and well-being
opportunities, new jobs and training and
smart mobility options could all be more
prominent in the narrative around the Arc. 27
Digital connectivity including broadband
speed is now as important as physical
connectivity, especially with the emergence
of hybrid working. For example, places like
Milton Keynes, Cambridge and Oxford
perform much worse than Bedford and
Luton in broadband speed. 28
It will be necessary to ensure the correct
governing structures are in place to
enable delivery of new settlements and
infrastructure. In line with the recent

statement by the housing minister, an
increased emphasis should be placed upon
economic development and recovery as
this is fundamentally linked to, and indeed
drives the successful delivery of new homes
and communities. 29
Meanwhile suitable delivery bodies (e.g.
statutory development corporations)
need to be available to help facilitate
the successful delivery of these new
homes and communities. These bodies
can be particularly helpful in terms of
having mechanisms which provide for an
alternative and expedited route to the local
plan process in terms of allocation of sites /
securing planning policy support. 30
While ‘providing the water, digital and
utilities infrastructure needed to support
growth’ is mentioned in the Arc Spatial
Framework Vision, electricity infrastructure
is not explicitly mentioned. To achieve the
vision of a ‘Green Arc’ while also improving
connectivity, it will be necessary to upgrade
parts of the electricity distribution network
which are too constrained to allow for
sufficient EV charging infrastructure.
Furthermore, there has been little focus
on the role of renewable distributed
generation, ensuring that the energy
powering the Arc’s transport network is
truly zero carbon. 31
The collective impact of the Arc is amplified
by creating easy connectivity – both in
terms of transport and communications.
Considering both elements of connectivity
together can be especially helpful in
determining whether journeys are
necessary, not least because removing
journeys is the most effective way to reduce
emissions. Furthermore, acknowledging
that disruptive change to individual players

within the transport system may be
necessary to achieve system level goals (for
example, reducing dwell time at airports
makes the passenger journey more efficient
but denies the airport operator ancillary
revenue opportunities), an overarching
body provides the opportunity to optimise
a system of systems. Digitalisation plays
an important role in delivering system
efficiency, improving passenger experience
and reducing environmental impact. 32

“For (the Arc) vision to
become a reality, strategic
connectivity is needed without it, the vision will
not be realised”
Ron Henry
Regional Director Stantec
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2.0 Connectivity Across the Arc

The impact of digital
connectivity on behaviours
Due to the pandemic, digital connectivity
has been shown to be transformational in
expanding the ways in which we can work.
The potential for virtual mobility has long
been recognised by transport professionals
as part of the transport solution, but until
2020, the uptake and shift in behaviours
had been slow. However, from adversity,
working practices have now adapted and
whilst some bounce back to previous
patterns of working looks inevitable, many
behaviours will have been changed for
ever. We see this as an opportunity to
rebalance transport networks in favour of
less impactful and more sustainable modes
of transport with the benefit of the digital
resilience that has been demonstrated over
the course of the last 18 months. 33
Digital connectivity has an increasingly
important role to play in sustainable
transport. The prevalence of mobile
phone apps provides an opportunity to link
services and demand easy-to-use ways
not previously available. The use of apps for
car sharing are already available, and these
can be modified as autonomous vehicles
become more prevalent. 34
In terms of other innovations, road user
charging remains a debate that is likely to be
held in some of the existing urban centres
within the Arc. Not only to manage demand
but something needs to change from a
tax perspective given the move away from
fossil fuels and therefore vehicle excise
duty and revenues generated. Whilst the
benefits of such an approach need to be
considered on a case-by-case basis, the

References

technology now available e.g. the digital
twin, would allow a more sophisticated and
equitable approach to charging compared
to approaches considered in the past.
A charging mechanism could be based
on location, travel distance or time of
day, vehicle type and congestion at the
time, and the level of charge be means
tested. Technology used in this way could
transform the debate around fair access to
the road network and the prioritisation and
incentivisation of other modes. 35

Digital connectivity and innovation in
transport service systems could produce
very different sorts of transport demands
and behaviours to those of today. We tend
to see transport and land use as an interrelated system but digital connectivity is
now playing a significant role in determining
mobility behaviours - the pandemic
has highlighted this. Digitally enabled
homeworking has led to new behaviours,
with people moving out of cities (London in
particular). 38

A challenge in this context will be the
identity of the bodies responsible for such
road user charging schemes, to ensure
consistency across the Arc – this could
take the form of ‘ joint’ charging schemes
made by multiple charging authorities
across a wider area. Added to this, there is
the potential for other means of demand
management to be deployed – e.g.
workplace parking levy schemes. 36

However, while that may be associated
with the elimination of the commute, the
places people are moving to (often rural or
small towns) leads to more car intensive
lifestyles and an overall worsening in terms
of environmental sustainability. Thus, if
the vision of a zero impact Arc is to be
achieved, an awareness of such indirect
consequences needs to be reflected in its
spatial framework. 39

Digital connectivity will also play a key role
in transport innovation. The MK5G project
is already demonstrating the potential of
autonomous vehicles and last mile delivery
through 5G, which could be introduced to
other urban areas across the Arc. Digital
connectivity can also be used to improve
the monitoring of traffic data and ease
congestion by disincentivising travel on
congested routes, explored by various
smart city projects across the Arc. In
addition, digital connectivity can play a role
in easing demand for transport, such as
enabling more attractive remote working
opportunities, with a recent Department
for Transport/Ipsos Mori survey finding that
two fifths (41%) of companies expect to
make fewer business trips than before the
pandemic. 37

Given significant investments in digital
infrastructures under the banners ‘smart
cities’ and ‘smart transport’, it is surprising
that transport proposals for the Arc are
rather analogue and grounded in 20th
century thinking. As such, there is clearly a
key role for the public sector to enable and
support transport service systems built
on the digital infrastructure. This differs
from the traditional tax and spend model of
transport planning that has predominated
to date, and requires different skills and
knowledge to implement.40

33. Ron Henry, Regional Director, Stantec
34. Rebecca Warren, Director of Oxford-Cambridge Arc, Thakeham
35. Ron Henry, Regional Director, Stantec
36. Robbie Owen, Head of Infrastructure, Planning and Government Affairs
37. Hilary Chipping, Chief Executive, SEMLEP
38. Prof. Kevin Shakesheff, PVC-Research, Enterprise and Scholarship, The Open University
39. Prof. Kevin Shakesheff, PVC-Research, Enterprise and Scholarship, The Open University
40. Prof. Kevin Shakesheff, PVC-Research, Enterprise and Scholarship, The Open University
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The big weakness at the eastern end of
the Arc is mobile phone and broadband
coverage. There are villages around
Cambridge (i.e. where the Cambridge
workforce may live) that cannot get a

Connectivity Recommendations
1. Strategic Interchanges: Create strategic interchanges between road and rail
networks. Ensure bus, metro and rail stops are adjacent to each other and accessible
by foot and cycle.
2. Mobility as A Service: Connectivity should be optimised through integrated MaaS
platforms, which enable Demand Responsive Transport (DRT) to coordinate
different modes and transport options (also providing a solution for rural areas).
Supported by a single ticketing system across all modes of transport.
3. Last Mile Logistics: Delivery companies to feed into a last mile delivery hub which
would coordinate deliveries to their destination and reduce the volume of trips by
different delivery vehicles to the same locations.
mobile signal and don’t have a decent
broadband connection. Fixing this is taking
too long, and needs massive investment
to make it happen. Government needs
to intervene in a more proactive way than
has been the case up until now, especially
if Cambridge and the Arc more widely is to
thrive, and compete on a global scale with
other global cities (noting, in particular,
the dramatic rise of the Far East economy
and the accompanying technology
infrastructure). Although this isn’t
technically transport, it is complementary
to the transport requirements, because it
helps manage demand on our roads and
rail.41

4. Pay as You Go – Roads: Implementation of a charging mechanism for road use
based on location, travel distance, time of day, vehicle type and congestion levels.
The charge could be means tested and would encourage the prioritisation and
incentivisation of other modes. Joint charging schemes could be investigated to
ensure a consistent approach across the Arc.
5. Powering Up Electricity: To achieve the vision of a ‘Green Arc’ while also improving
connectivity, upgrades are needed to the electricity distribution network to ensure
the Arc can be powered in terms of the capacity for growth and increased usage
through EV charging
6. Smart Cities: Enhanced digital connectivity is required to enable smart city projects
which can ease transport congestion through monitoring traffic data while faster
digital infrastructure can also enhance remote working. A transport system built on
digital infrastructure would deliver system efficiency, improve passenger experience
and reduce environmental impact.

References
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3.0 The Arc’s Transport
Strategy
The overarching Transport Strategy
for the Arc should be geared towards
ensuring transport helps the UK and
the Arc reach net zero by 2050 whilst
providing the necessary accessibility and
mobility solutions for a variety of different
lifestyles and needs. Any strategy needs
to be developed with this as its primary
objective and should look to mirror recent
government publications that provide this
pathway.42

However, the Transport Strategy should
be intrinsically linked to new development,
with a focus on reducing the need to travel
by providing key services within walking or
cycling distance of residents/employees. In
addition, there should be a requirement for
new development to be in close proximity
to, or be able to provide, public transport
links and make it attractive as a means of
commuting and making leisure or other
trips.45

The Government has now begun to set
out an ambitious agenda to transform and
decarbonise the transport network. This
includes encouraging greater levels of
sustainable transport through increased
active travel and public transport, and
a move to zero emission vehicles (at
the tail pipe). However, the Transport
Decarbonisation Plan, whilst ambitious,
is flawed. It relies on technology and
infrastructure investment to transform to
a net zero system and unfortunately, this
will not be enough. Changes and reductions
in consumption are necessary alongside
a technological revolution, yet people
and places are not really dealt with in the
plan. Politically, asking people to change
behaviour can be difficult, but the Arc needs
to have an agreed approach to how its
transport systems can be adapted and how
a new one can be delivered that supports
practical and less impactful lifestyles.43

The Arc transport strategy should have twin
aims. First, it must identify and prioritise
upgrades to the transport network around
constrained areas expecting to encounter
worsening congestion in the long term,
thus providing regional economic
benefits and second, set out methods
for mitigating the demand for transport
thereby improving transport efficiency. This
includes investing in digital infrastructure
to improve homeworking, particularly in
rural areas, as well as incentivising more
sustainable transport modes such as ride
sharing, public transport and active travel.46

The Arc, and the investment being made
available to deliver it, represents an
opportunity to implement the necessary
changes and become a region that facilitates
economic growth, meets obligations around
carbon emissions and air quality, and can
help achieve better social inclusion through
regional and local ‘levelling up’. These themes
should all feature in any overarching strategy
for the Arc.44
References

Transport demands are driven by the
current patterns of spatial development,
and the demographics of the local
population both in terms of access to
private cars or to the public transport
networks. Looking to the future, there is
still the need for more (and more affordable)
housing and how this is planned for and
delivered will have a big impact on the
ongoing sustainability of the Arc. The true
impacts of COVID are still being realised,
but it’s possible to imagine a future scenario
where reduced demand for office and retail
floor space due to continued higher levels
of home working could create opportunities
for delivery of housing in areas traditionally
considered to be commercial in nature
as well as potentially increasing demand

42. Elliot Page, Director - Transport, Stantec
43. Elliot Page, Director - Transport, Stantec
44. Elliot Page, Director - Transport, Stantec
45. Rebecca Warren, Director of Oxford-Cambridge Arc, Thakeham
46. Hilary Chipping, Chief Executive, SEMLEP
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for sites to support warehousing and
distribution activities to cater for the
increasing use of online retailing activities.
Only by considering and planning land
use, transportation and energy in a joined
up and holistic manner will the Arc be
able to effectively deliver a sustainable
strategy that will be compatible with the
government’s overarching decarbonisation
strategy. 47
The Arc and its stakeholders have an
excellent opportunity to develop and deliver
a first-of-kind integrated transport system
in the UK, linking all modes of transport
to the regions airport and main transport
hubs. This will provide an excellent
showcase to promote intermodal mobility
solutions, provide access and multimodal
connection to the airport, innovative trainairport station concepts, and seamless
transition from the airport terminal to
aircraft.48
Due to the mix of urban and rural locations,
the Arc and its stakeholders have an
excellent opportunity to collect together
local need and understand the types
of rural journeys that are made, when
they are made and what barriers exist
to rural connectivity. Taking a humancentred approach to this problem, set
alongside the data on transport demand
(as above) provides an opportunity to
both provide better and more efficient
(ultimately cheaper) transport services.
Innovative technologies, like air mobility
and the augmentation of drivers or public
transportation, have the potential to
solve issues around loneliness, scarcity of
service, tight roads/accidents and public
health and wellbeing.49

47. Paul Bate, Director of Modelling & Appraisal, Connected Places Catapult
48. Andrew Chadwick. Technology Innovation Manager, Aviation
49. Vasant Chari, Solution Architect, Connected Places Catapult
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3.0 The Arc’s Transport Strategy

Furthermore, consideration needs to be
given to emerging modes of transport such
as autonomous vehicles, how they can
be incorporated within existing transport
networks and what infrastructure needs
to be put in place to support their delivery
and the replacement of traditional forms of
transport. 50 This includes ensuring that the
relevant consenting regimes and legislation
(e.g. the Transport and Works Act 1992)
are sufficiently flexible to ensure that the
new, innovative modes of transport can
be brought forward and are not stifled by
legislative rigidity. 51

Greater alignment of
transport & land use strategies
The Arc’s transport strategy needs to
acknowledge the importance of place and
placemaking - the right quality built and
natural environment for people to work, live,
play and learn. The creation of place based
around a vision and validate approach to the
creation of the outcomes we want needs
to be at the heart of the transport and land
development process. 52
EEH’s transport strategy also recognises
the need to improve the integration of land
use and transport planning, pointing to the
leading role East-West Rail (EWR) will have
in effecting change in travel demand and
behaviours. 53
Transport is largely a derived demand that
stems from economic activities. Without
the economic need, much transport
demand would not take place. For instance,
work-related activities commonly involve
commuting between the place of residence
and the workplace. There is a supply of
workers in one location (homes), and a
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demand for labour in another (workplace),
with transport (commuting) being directly
derived from this relationship. Shopping
requires physical travel to a store or home
deliveries for online purchases. For freight,
the components of a supply chain require
movements of materials, parts and finished
products via road or rail. Transport is
directly the outcome of the functions of
production and consumption, and we can’t
solve the carbon issues or the economic
ones without proper land use and transport
policies that plan the two together. 54
While transport connections will help
enormously, without quality housing in
the right locations people will still travel
to different parts of the Arc. The EWR
is generally positive but disconnecting
the railway from employment and
residential locations is non-sensical. These
things should be planned together, not
separately. 55
New development, whether employment,
leisure or housing, will need to deliver on the
ambitions for growth across the Arc, and
should be designed to reduce reliance on
cars, with emphasis on pedestrian and cycle
travel through dedicated routes to facilitate
and make active transport attractive as a
means of commuting and making leisure
or other trips to the required services and
destinations built in close proximity. Public
transport, through a variety of current
and emerging means/modes, should also
be factored in, including how they can be
incorporated within existing transport
networks and what infrastructure needs
to be put in place to support their delivery
and the replacement of traditional forms of
transport. 56
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The potential to reshape places to enable
more sustainable urban living will over time
could lead to changing travel demands
and patterns that are compatible with the
government’s decarbonisation strategy.
This does not remove the need to address
some of the historically poor east-west
links in the area, but there needs to be an
increased clarity on how these links support
future sustainable economic development
across the Arc and also enable/support
future patterns of development, particularly
housing. This has to be looked at in an
integrated way that takes into account not
just transport, but land-use and energy use
as well. 57
Spatial planning and place-based solutions
are essential to the transport strategy for
the Arc with an aspiration to reduce travel
need, distances and times. However, the
answer to the carbon conundrum is not
necessarily just about a move towards
higher density living as this will never
capture or cater for everyone. Transport for
the North has adopted a scenario approach
to thinking about these things, and the Arc
needs to adopt a similar approach so that
thought is being given to the implications
of different ways of living and working, and
thinking this through in a ‘whole systems’
way – across people, place, transport,
economy, health etc. This approach fits
completely with a proposition of supporting
access to and between conurbations with
each place thinking through how it will adapt
to a longer term very low carbon vision,
rather than simply an ‘end to end silver
bullet’ such as EWR. 58
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There is an elephant in the room that the
Arc spatial strategy needs to deal with and
that is the need for development of real
scale. Very large new settlements of more
than 20,000 homes (plus employment)
form the perfect model to integrate all of
the infrastructure needed and identified
in this paper in a logical and sequential
manner. The travails of the recent
planning reforms do not bode well but the
connection between scale and integrated
transport must be made successfully by
Michael Gove’s new Dept for all of these
laudable aspirations to become tangible. 59

Defining an Arc transport
strategy to 2050
An overarching Transport Strategy should
be formulated that provides short, medium
and long-term solutions. Any strategy
should be built with a degree of flexibility
in order to react to changing demands but
should also contain enough long-term
stability to provide assurances for those
who want to invest in the area. Economic
growth should not be stifled by a lack of
certainty, or a deficit of forward planning.60
An adaptable land use and transport
strategy that can sustainably serve 21st
century patterns of mobility and can flexibly
respond to new trends and technologies
as they emerge and diffuse is needed. It
should recognise that travel demands
follow functionalities and that connectivity
needs to reflect a mix of lifestyles and
locations. East-west connectivity will only
be part of that and any initiative for eastwest connectivity needs also to integrate
with other connectivities.61

The principle need is travelling for work.
Most of this is radial from London to
the core cities and not across the Arc,
which is due to the centres of economic
activity. The importance of connecting
employment with residential communities
is key to support and develop the economic
prospects of the Arc.62
Strategy development should be
collaborative between public and private
sector partners and should provide a
platform for linking the Arc with the wider
geography.63
2050 is a sensible horizon year with a
requirement to update the strategy and
appraise implementation every five years.
The strategy should have greater detail
at the front end with broader longer-term
aspirations towards the back end of the 30year period. 64
Providing a long-term strategy will ensure
cohesion can be achieved without shortterm changes of direction that create
obstacles to delivery.65 A bold vision that
includes sustainability as a key component
provides an opportunity for the Arc to
lead in the race to net-zero, not only
domestically but also internationally. 66
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3.0 The Arc’s Transport Strategy

Aligning key stakeholders to
deliver the Arc’s transport
strategy
The sustainable development of the
Oxford-Cambridge Arc provides a
significant opportunity for economic
growth and the creation of greener
transport solutions, and partnership
between the public and private sectors
must be at the heart of it.67
The EEH transport strategy for the Arc
and wider Heartland region is deliverable.
It requires a shared commitment between
local partners in the region and national
government, and bold decision making
that puts people and the environment at
its centre. It requires EEH and government
to realise synergies with other policy areas
which have a major impact on the way
people travel, including spatial planning and
the provision of wider infrastructure and
services such as digital, utilities, education
and health. It also requires a joined-up,
coherent approach to investment.68
There are ongoing activities concerning
the wider Spatial Framework for the
Arc and then separate activities of local
councils regarding transport, housing and
employment numbers for the purposes
of their respective local plans. Yet, it is
unclear what mechanisms exist to enable a
coordinated approach and what happens if
findings of these do not align.69
The spatial framework has a significant
role to play in identifying and unblocking
regulatory barriers to delivery, creating joinup between government departments and
identifying and streamlining approaches

to investment and delivery. In doing
this, the vision and spatial framework
have the opportunity to support EEH’s
policy framework, locally determined
‘infrastructure principles’ (currently in
development by the Arc Infrastructure
Group) and significantly, local partners’
connectivity and transport plans.70
By supporting partners to address
these issues, the spatial framework will
support local partners to deliver their
own, ambitious plans for a decarbonised
transport system while also supporting the
region’s economic growth ambitions. 71
Additionally, at a strategic level there are a
number of siloed bodies such as National
Highways (formerly HE), Network Rail (to
become Great British Railways in 2023) and
EWR, and strategic infrastructure planning
is disparate at best.72 The various transport
bodies should be brought together to
deliver the over-arching transport strategy
for the Arc, which is too piecemeal at
present.73
Local transport decisions should still be
made at an administrative level, which
is best placed to make them. Local or
combined authorities (where these are
in place) are best placed to review local
transport needs, plan for how these should
be met and to work with operators and
other partners to deliver these services.
Local authorities should be required to
produce local integrated transport plans
that outline how they will permanently
reprioritise provision locally to ensure a
sustainable transport system based on
active travel, shared and public transport
(including rail, if devolved) that responds to,
and meets, the needs of the community.74

However, these solutions and decisions
need to sit within the Arc’s wider strategy
and therefore the governance and working
arrangements for this coordination is
needed. Funding will be a matter that
has to be explicit and understood by
all – disharmony amongst separate
authorities can manifest when the rules
of engagement and who holds the ‘purse
strings’ are not understood or considered
equitable.75
The OxCam Arc Local Engagement
Toolkit was a really encouraging step. The
Connected Places Catapult is excited to
hear the themes that emerge from local
listening and engagement exercises. The
next step is to convene SMEs, businesses,
academia, local and national government
with communities to match local demand
to potential technological innovations. If
innovative projects are done in response
to local need, and hand in hand (ideally cofunded with) communities, we can ensure
buy-in and sustainability from the start.76

Creation of an Arc Transport
Delivery Board
As a body, EEH continues to make
significant progress through its work with
Network Rail on long-term opportunities
for rail, with bus operators on a longterm plan for mass transit, through its
decarbonisation roadmap, which will set
indicative carbon reduction targets towards
net zero, and through its programme of
connectivity studies, which will identify the
investment requirements along the region’s
strategic corridors.77
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EEH’s business unit has been working
closely with officials from MHCLG and DfT
to ensure that the regional evidence base
is understood and utilised in support of the
work on the Arc spatial framework.78
Transport planning is an essential enabler
of the Arc’s vision and as such coordination
of local aspirations into a regional strategy
and as part of the national strategy is
important.79
With EEH already bringing together the
Arc’s local authorities, bus companies,
Network Rail and National Highways,
working closely with EWR and DfT and
MHCLG, the direction of the local and
regional transport strategy is well aligned.
An opportunity to support the existing
structures would be via the creation of a
body with an operational role to oversee
transport funding and the mechanisms to
deliver the strategy. Taking a coordinated
and integrated approach to funding
will ensure that investment in the Arc’s
transport network is rolled out efficiently
and spent well. This approach could
also be an enabler of innovations like
integrated ticketing and other cross-Arc
improvements. 80
The Arc Vision Consultation states that
local transport authorities must have
regard to the Spatial Plan as national policy
and create specific plans for new transport
and infrastructure, supporting a shift away
from cars towards walking, cycling, rail and
bus travel. 81

The relationship between Government
and the current eight transport authorities
within the Arc needs to continue and
grow closer and stronger if the necessary,
all-important transport infrastructure is
delivered in the right locations, on time and
within budget. The option for an oversight
authority on transport infrastructure needs
consideration given that MHCLG and DfT
are still separate ministries of government,
even excepting the promise of crossdepartmental working. 82
An enabling form of governance to
engender partnerships is needed to replace
the ‘tax and spend’ regime of traditional
transport planning. This requires different
sorts of skills and knowledge, more akin
to those of economic development within
local and regional authorities. Some
places have developed examples of such a
governance system. For example, in Milton
Keynes there is a transport innovation
function separate from transport planning.
While the two work closely together,
transport innovation works in an entirely
different way, e.g. it has a far greater
emphasis on trial, experimentation and
learning than transport planning. 83
Transport decisions should continue to
be made by the local councils and bodies
currently able to deliver them however,
an overarching coordination body is
required that has a regional responsibility
and appreciation. Whilst this may not be
a statutory body, there is a need to hold
different bodies together and ensure
conformity of individual plans. 84

This approach allows local authorities to
focus on local issues, whilst the regional
body can implement the vision for the Arc
by taking the decision-making process out
of the hands of the local authorities. 85
Such bodies are already being developed,
most notably the Arc Infrastructure Group,
which has united a range of disparate
infrastructure stakeholders across the
Arc to jointly develop a set of shared
principles to guide delivery of the desired
infrastructure and influence the Spatial
Framework. Alongside this, other groups
exist for the other three ‘Pillars’ of the
Government’s vision, which are linked up
with the Infrastructure Group and form the
Arc Leadership Group. Sub-regional growth
boards also exist to focus on infrastructure
issues within the different LEP areas of the
Arc. There is potential for this structure to
evolve over time, increasing the resources
available to it to achieve desired outcomes
for the Arc. 86
Gaining acceptance on the Arc’s transport
strategy by political leaders, local
authorities, investors and communities is
undoubtedly hard, and requires a focussed
approach to early engagement. Much
greater support will be needed to develop
the skills and capacity needed to engage
with local communities, set deliverable
visions that can lead to a net zero future,
and enable better decision making during
the plan making and delivery processes. 87
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“The Arc and its stakeholders have an excellent
opportunity to develop and deliver a first-of-its-kind
integrated transport system in the UK”
Andrew Chadwick
Technology Innovation Manager, Aviation

Transport Strategy Recommendations
1. Local and National Partnership: The EEH transport strategy for the Arc is deliverable.
It requires a shared commitment between local partners in the region and national
government, and bold decision making that puts people and the environment at its
centre.
2. Spatial Framework: The Spatial Framework needs to play a significant role to play in
identifying and unblocking regulatory barriers to delivery, creating join-up between
different government departments and identifying and streamlining approaches to
investment and delivery.
3. Regional Coordination Body: A regional body must be created to bring the separate
bodies and authorities together to coordinate and integrate transport funding and
enable delivery of the Arc’s regional transport strategy.
4. Local Transport: Local authorities are best placed to define and deliver local transport
needs, in alignment with the regional transport strategy. Funding should be provided
for local authorities to develop and implement their net zero carbon transition plans
that meet the needs of the community.
5. Aligned Strategy: Planning land use, transportation and energy must be addressed in
a joined-up manner to deliver a sustainable strategy that can sustainably serve 21st
century patterns of mobility and flexibly respond to new trends and technologies as
they emerge.
6. Connected Places: The transport strategy needs to enforce that all new development
is designed to provide key services within walking or cycling distance with excellent
public transport
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4.0 Local Transport
Solutions
Covid-19 has shown how the acceleration
of trends within society is changing
the nature and scale of travel demand.
There is growing recognition that our
current business model for investing in
the transport system and paying for our
use of it will not be enough going forward.
We’ve seen existing trends in e-commerce
accelerated, even more use of e-services
to maintain access to services and
facilities and a dramatic shift in attitudes
towards flexible/hybrid working. Many
of these changes are helpful – creating
the opportunity for local places to reflect
on repurposing their town centres and
encouraging the design of ‘15-minute town
centres’. 88
Although increasing densities to make car
use difficult and provide good conditions for
mass transit has been widely espoused, this
strategy now looks like an overly autocratic
response to the development of 21st
century lifestyles as it seeks to make people
conform to the operational requirements of
early 20th century transport systems. In a
context such as the Oxford-Cam Arc, it also
does not yield enough improvements to
achieve net zero. A more nuanced approach
to urban planning is needed to reflect an
understanding of 21st century socioeconomic systems. 89
Whilst the Arc as a concept has huge
potential, the reason for the potential
is as a result of the successful urban
centres, communities and businesses
which currently sit within it. Therefore, the
continued investment into these areas
to better enable sustainable intracity
transport must be an ongoing priority.90

The different contexts across the Arc
will require different solutions and
investments to be made but in principle,
it’s the urban environments that can be
best reconfigured to support a much
greater proportion of trips being made by
active modes of transport and designing
new communities on flexible public
transport networks. The changes in these
environments should be aggressive, swift
and reflective of the experimental traffic
order approach adopted by many local
authorities when traffic flows were low.91
The Arc has the potential to not only be a
‘growth corridor similar to Silicon Valley that
nurtures the UK’s innovative industries’
(MHCLG Arc Spatial Strategy) but also to
lead the way in forging the post-pandemic
“15-minute community”. All along the Arc
are a number of existing urban centres,
notably market towns, with a wealth of
heritage assets that could prove to be
very desirable for home ownership for the
‘work from anywhere’ cohort, particularly
those wishing to locate themselves within
a knowledge economy. However, major
work is needed to improve local transport
connectivity around these settlements,
most notably where new housing estates
are being built, to encourage walking and
cycling and the use of public transport and
combat the current reliance on the private
car.92
Local transport solutions should include
promoting the role of active and shared
travel to facilitate an increase in low carbon
commuting.93

There has been an increase in the number
of mobility options available to commuters,
such as regional bike sharing platforms and
car clubs. Each of these serve to reduce
an individual’s emissions from commuting,
either by promoting active travel for the
first or last mile of journeys as well as for
complete journeys, or by enabling access
to low emission vehicles without the
associated costs of ownership.94
The Arc should collectively contemplate
these proven solutions, especially when
considering first and last mile journeys.
Consistency across the Arc through
collaboration will be key to driving
sustainability across the entirety of the
area.95
Where new developments are planned, we
should be looking to ensure that positive
modal choices are made before people
move into homes and negative travel
patterns become habit. Such an approach
is being piloted in Biggleswade where a
sustainable transport corridor is being
promoted to provide for walking, cycling
and public transport and which is futureproofed to accommodate connected
vehicles in due course.96
Employers also have a key role to play in
making sure the right facilities are available
for their employees. This can be achieved
by directly providing services such as bike
storage or showering facilities or engaging
with local authorities on urban planning to
ensure local transport infrastructure is well
connected and maintained.97
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Commuting makes a notable contribution
to carbon emissions, so there is a
significant part to play for modal shift for
journeys that are too long for cycling and
walking.98
However, in a post-pandemic world,
we believe there is a serious risk to the
viability of local public transport services
given the falls in passenger numbers and
that this threatens to undermine further
investments in the sector. The longer-term
economic, social and environmental costs
of a much-reduced local public transport
network will be greater than the shorterterm costs of supporting the sector and
continuing to invest in the much-needed
intracity solutions needed to retain and
increase patronage.99 It would be beneficial
to review the way transport scheme
business cases are assessed i.e. taking
‘softer’ factors into account in the postCOVID world.100

responsive services as operating in Milton
Keynes and the transition of these being
operated by autonomous vehicles.103
There could also be innovative approaches
to reduce the transport and environmental
impacts of web deliveries. The latter could
include the use of autonomous delivery
vehicles.104
EWR trains and stations should be wi-fi
enabled to ensure business can continue
whilst travelling, avoiding the connection
issues sometimes faced when using public
transport. This will make rail travel a more
attractive option for those travelling and
commuting within the EWR network.105

With public transport, there is a real
opportunity to create a more efficient and
integrated network, where rail and bus
timetables are closely aligned.101 Active
travel should be an integral part of station
design, for example through the provision
of cycle storage facilities and clear maps
telling passengers how far destinations are
by foot.102
Rather than seeing innovative systems
as providing the ‘first and last miles’ to
conventional public transport designs,
innovative service designs could transform
local public transport, e.g. demand
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4.0 Local Transport Solutions

Is increased density and
urbanisation the key to
reducing travel and its
environmental impact?
As part of an holistic approach to
placemaking, it is essential that
communities have much better access
to the services they need including a
good quality, sustainable water supply
and broadband, schools, cycle lanes and
healthcare.106
All spatial planning or growth locations
come with sensitivities and challenges
and must be considered in their own right.
However, from a transport perspective,
there is no doubt that densification of
existing urban areas and the expansion
of existing communities makes for
more sustainable travel behaviours with
significantly reduced carbon emissions
from transport on a per capita basis.107
As well as new settlements and larger
developments a focus on existing urban
areas, town centre renewal, ‘gentle density’
and re-imagining our existing residential
areas is vital to ensure that we have the
scale and density of population to deliver
the transport infrastructure needed to
make the Arc a success.108
Reducing the reliance on the private car and
making journeys more carbon friendly and
efficient is key and well-designed placemaking is crucial to this. This does not
necessarily need to be by way of increased
density and urbanisation but carefully
thought-out neighbourhood designs and
layouts can ensure that services are within
walkable and cyclable distances from
homes.109
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However, the answer to the carbon
conundrum is not necessarily just about a
move towards higher density or urban living
as it can’t be applied to everyone’s lifestyles
and needs. Therefore, the proposition
of supporting access to and between
conurbation, will also be key.110
While high density housing is beneficial in
terms of energy consumption, knock on
effects must be considered. Employing
scenario analysis to understand the
alternative futures for the deployment and
use of transport is critical to ensure that the
built environment can accommodate the
most optimal future modes of transport
which may not be those that we currently
use. For example, if electric cars proliferate,
local changing space must be provided.
If automated, small, shared use vehicles
proliferate, access way requirements and
charging / vehicle storage requirements
will be radically different. The design stage
must address the alternative transport
futures and accommodate a balance of
future scenario requirements as much as
possible (with careful consideration of cost,
energy and accessibility play-offs). 111
Although the development of low density
and fragmented settlements is to be
avoided, a simplistic, high-density approach
is unlikely to be a viable solution. There is a
need for innovative, liveable developments
that provide a high-level of amenity and
consequently reduce the need for travel. A
strong, digital infrastructure and systems
could be crucial here and supporting and
enabling the development of innovative
transport technologies would also be
important.112
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We should place greater emphasis on
making first and last mile journeys more
efficient. This would mean creating
connected networks with good quality,
safe infrastructure including cycle parking,
charging infrastructure, lockers for electric
bike batteries etc. How we are managing
our relationship with the car must be in
alignment with LTN 1/20 and appraised at
every stage of the design process.113
We also need to design future-proofed
space to accommodate automated last
mile logistics. For instance, drop off bays for
delivery vehicles, space to accommodate
automated parcel drop off systems and
secure storage for absent recipients.
Accessibility needs to be designed in,
considering users with limited mobility
and limited cognitive skills. Using Futures
methodology to explore potential
technology development trajectories
and how they will align with emerging user
needs is recommended.114
Locating employment and homes in
proximity to one another can also assist
with efficiency but there will also be a
need to travel as part of a commute,
even if a short journey, whether in a
heavily urbanised or other setting.
Providing regular, frequent and reliable
public transport services to employment
locations will be critical to encourage
workers to move away from private
vehicle usage. As more people work from
home for part of the week, this will have
an effect on the extent of travel trips, so
the focus should be on how to encourage
the remaining trips, whether for work or
pleasure, to be undertaken by alternative
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“There is growing recognition that our current business
model for investing in the transport system and paying
for our use of it will not be sufficient enough going
forwards”
Naomi Green
Interim Director, England’s Economic Heartland

means to the private car. The increase in
online shopping will also see the reduction
in the number of some personal food/
non-food retail focussed trips but the key
here will be ensuring these trips are not
replaced with a plethora of inefficient last
mile delivery vehicles due to uncoordinated
arrangements that result in unnecessary
multiple trips by different delivery vehicles
to the same destinations/streets.115
While new developments provide the
opportunity for newer infrastructure
that is better able to accommodate new
technologies e.g. autonomous vehicles,
electric vehicle charging, safer active travel
etc, it should be noted that most of the built
environment in the Arc that will exist in 2050
is already in place. As a result, retrofitting
and upgrading existing infrastructure will be
essential to produce an optimised transport
system capable of supporting future
economic growth.116

New roads aren’t necessarily
the answer
The justification for more road building can
only be made where it can be demonstrated
that the additional capacity created would
result in significantly more sustainable
journeys being made on the routes freed
up i.e. locking in the capacity to create
better and healthier neighbourhoods. We
anticipate that making the case for more
roadbuilding will become harder in the
context of the Arc.117

Scenario planning should be employed
to consider uncertainties such as the
adoption of a range of different automated
and manual, active and powered transport
implementations. Road systems should
be designed to accommodate a range of
scenarios.118

such that it caters for super green highway
uses such as public transport/AV shuttles,
pedestrian and cycle lanes either as
well as or as alternative to the existing
arrangements, which would be determined
based on the desired connectivity routes
for various modes of travel.122

However, in the short term, if the Arc
is serious about attracting business
and residents, road transport is a must.
There isn’t yet an integrated transport
solution out there that makes a substantial
difference, although that must change in
the future.119

Enhancing intracity
connectivity in the Arc

When thinking about road building, it’s
important to consider not just car usage
but the vital logistics and supply chains
of goods to businesses, retail, leisure,
supermarkets and homes. HGVs need
trunk routes to keep them out of villages
and off B-class roads on which they emit far
more pollution (CO2, NOx and PM) than at
steady speeds on dual carriageways. If they
are not to be routed across the Arc via an
expressway, then bypasses should be the
next priority,120 although it is recognised
even these can attract the same issues as
the Expressway from, for example, affected
local communities – it will always be the
case that new roads will impact some
communities and benefit others and this
presents challenges from, for example, a
consenting perspective.121
There is also a need to ensure the existing
network is fit for purpose or repurposed

Intracity connectivity should not be planned
as only within the Arc. Modern travel and
activity patterns of those living in the Arc
should be thought of as a complex mesh
of behaviours. It seems likely that some
emerging innovations could play a major
role in intracity transport. Autonomous
battery-electric mass transit vehicles
seem set to succeed conventional trams.
These can be implemented quickly, and
their routes adapted, which is crucial for a
development that requires flexibility and
where the Arc will need to adapt to as yet
unknown opportunities.123
There is uncertainty as to whether fixedroute, mass transit systems will have much
of a role within settlements. Before long,
autonomous DRT systems will offer a much
better service to users than mass transit
ever could. There will remain an intracity
role for mass transit, though possibly of a
very different sort to the systems of today
e.g. modular coupled autonomous pod type
systems.124
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4.0 Local Transport Solutions

Enhancing transport
connectivity in the centre
of the Arc
East-west connectivity is far less good
than north-south connectivity. Public
transport options are limited so Cranfield
University subsidises a bus service between
Milton Keynes, Cranfield and Bedford
which is available to the public and that
connects several local villages. This not
only improves connectivity for local people
but it also enables Cranfield students to
live off campus or to travel for shopping
and entertainment, boosting the nearby
economy. A Mass Rapid Transport (MRT)
system would work even better, providing
faster connections and reducing car use for
local journeys.125
As set out in the South East Midlands
Local Industrial Strategy (LIS), the central
area has unique strength in the Future
Mobility sector, as well as having a high
rate of new housing completions relative
to its current population size. Thus, it is
well placed to trial innovative approaches
to place making, including Future Mobility
transport solutions in real-world situations,
such as autonomous vehicles, electric
and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles and MaaS
business models. There are already
examples of these technologies being
successfully commercialised in the central
part of the Arc and growth in this sector
will need to be supported with upgrades in
electricity and digital infrastructure.126
The LIS also identified that rural areas tend
to have poorer transport connectivity than
urban areas, particularly in terms of public
transport, which could also be a focus
for future investment. This has also been
picked up in some studies by England’s
Economic Heartland.127

Enhancing transport
connectivity in Oxford
There is a need to capitalise on the
opportunities that job and housing growth
on the edges of the city can bring with
new developments in Cherwell and South
Oxfordshire confirmed for the northern,
eastern and southern fringes. These new
communities and neighbourhoods offer an
opportunity to delivery vibrant, sustainable,
and well-planned places providing a great
quality of life and that are well connected
into Oxford by bicycle and bus.128
There is a need to focus on delivering better
cycling, bus and park and ride connectivity
to the Eastern Arc area of the city, which is a
planned focus of jobs growth and at present
is not as well connected as it needs to be,
with much of the focus of bus services in
particular on the city centre. Improved cycle
provision and bus priority should also be
the focus for the radial routes to the city
centre.129
Delivery of the much debated and
long-established improvements to rail
connectivity are needed. These include
upgrades to Oxford Station (which is
adjacent to significant redevelopment
at both Oxpens and Osney) and the
reintroduction of passenger rail services to
the Cowley Branch Line (serving existing
and expanding major employment sites
to the south of the city, as well as future
growth).130
The A34 and its junctions which serve the
city represent a significant constraint and
there is a need to prioritise strategies to
address the very poor safety of the road
and improve its resilience as a strategic
road and freight route between the south
coast and the Midlands. The strategy also

needs to address local access across and
from the A34 into the city - the role of
additional park and ride further from the
city boundary may be important in that
regard.131
Outside of the city and its immediate
surroundings, there is significant growth
being delivered in the traditional market
towns. Huge investment is being delivered
to facilitate the growth of Didcot Garden
Town, including science-based jobs at
Harwell Campus, Milton Park and Culham
Science Centre. Other towns such as
Bicester, Witney, Wantage and Abingdon
have all seen significant expansions.
Further infrastructure is needed to improve
transport connections both within these
expanding towns and beyond them to the
city.132

Enhancing transport
connectivity in Cambridge
Cross-city public transport connectivity
is needed. The spatial decisions that have
been made in Cambridge have seen a
disconnect between jobs and homes and
that, coupled with the Green Belt, means
that there is a need for sub-regional travel.
Without a viable way of crossing the city by
public transport means that many journeys
to the key employment sites to the south of
the city are only feasible by car. The newly
elected Mayor and the new Local Transport
Plan will need to wrestle with the void left by
the demise of the One CAM proposal.133
Ensuring the delivery of the new station at
Addenbrooke’s is key to linking the growing
biomedical campus with the wider Arc. In
addition, delivery of the greenways is key
to providing safe pedestrian and cycle links
across Cambridgeshire.134
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Local Transport Recommendations
1.

Future Mobility Now: The Arc narrative has been framed around 20th century transport solutions, despite that fact that
emerging innovations will have to play a major role in intercity and intracity transport for the Arc to achieve its net zero targets.
Autonomous battery-electric mass transit vehicles seem set to succeed conventional tram and we should be trialling future
mobility transport solutions in real-world situations. This should include autonomous vehicles, electric and hydrogen fuel cell
vehicles and MaaS business models.

2.

Local Road Improvements: If the Arc is serious about attracting business and residents, road transport is a must, at least for
the short term. Following the Expressway being cancelled, government promised to invest in improving the local road network
and the Milton Keynes to Oxford road connectivity should be high on the list, enabling faster road travel from the M1 to M40 via a
series of connected bypasses.

3.

Funding for Intracity Transport: Ongoing investment in the Arc’s existing successful urban centres to enable the introduction of
sustainable intracity transport and the promotion of active and shared travel to facilitate an increase in low carbon commuting.

4.

Protect Public Transport: Investment to be allocated to shield essential intracity public transport systems from the impact of
Covid-19. The longer-term economic, social and environmental benefits of a local public transport network far outweigh the cost
of supporting the sector through the pandemic. Providing regular and reliable public transport services to employment locations
will also be critical to encourage workers to move away from private vehicle usage.

5.

Retrofitting and Upgrading: Most of the built environment in the Arc that will exist in 2050 is already in place. As a result,
retrofitting and upgrading existing transport infrastructure will be essential to produce an optimised transport system capable of
supporting future economic growth.

We need quicker investment in rail
connectivity (eg to the North, so that the
capacity to Peterborough, Kings Lynn and
Norwich can increase (the cheaper housing
is to the north of Cambridge, so a ready
place for the growing workforce to live,
and businesses invest)). This investment, I
believe, needs to bring forward the expansion
of the Ely north junction, which is on the
cards, but some time off. And, rail links to
the east, to Bury and on to Ipswich are very
poor and irregular. Investment here would
reap big dividends, and help to regenerate,
for example, Newmarket. Again, that is an
excellent opportunity, given the relatively
affordable housing in the town.135
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5.0 Sustainable
Transport Solutions
Achieving a net zero carbon transport
system requires issues relating to digital
connectivity and energy systems to be
considered. EEH is working closely with
the Arc infrastructure group to ensure
those linkages are enabled and progressed
through to delivery and investment.136
Poor east to west connectivity is often
highlighted by business as a barrier to
growth but the Arc has an opportunity to
alleviate these challenges using sustainable
transport solutions.137
Place-based’ solutions are key. New
and existing communities need to be
designed in ways which provide easy
access to services and facilities and the
car dependency that has been baked into
our communities removed. ‘Consumption’
needs to be reduced.138
New development creating the opportunity
to reinvent the local transport system in a
way that integrates with the way in which
residents live and work. Many market towns
across the Arc are well served by strategic
road and rail, and what is needed is local,
low carbon ways of providing connections
between home, work, the high street and
civic facilities. Development can be the
catalyst for this by establishing the new
transport systems and the opportunity to
create net zero connectivity. Adaptation
of existing systems to accommodate a
new approach requires the developer to
deliver place-based investment, and for
government to recognise that traditional
additions to strategic capacity is not the
answer.139
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However, in addition to the sustainable
incentives, local authorities have had the
power to implement road user charging
since 2000 and with the advance of
technology the potential to deliver a
more equitable charging regime across
the towns and cities in the Arc remains
a valid consideration. As well as serving
to disincentivise unnecessary car use
and cut emissions, the revenue from car
journeys could be retained by the local
transport authority to fund public transport
improvements.140
Two different perspectives need to be
borne in mind here. Firstly, fewer people
using cars can be achieved if their needs are
met by walking, cycling, public transport and
efficient zero-emission deliveries although
this might imply denser urbanisation.
Secondly, the same number of people
using cars as today but driving less can be
achieved by providing good, frequent and
affordable medium and long distance travel
modes e.g. rail, MRT, tram, etc coupled with
easy, convenient and attractive access to
these e.g. cheap, good parking with slow EV
chargers for all-day use.141
A plan should also be put in place to ensure
that electric charging infrastructure
is integral to the development of the
transport solutions for the Arc. The
availability and reliability of charging
infrastructure and the compatibility of
charge points combined with pricing and
payment challenges remain common
themes, causing hesitancy about
transitioning to electric vehicles (EVs). As
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a result, for many commuters the low cost,
reliability and convenience of a traditional
petrol or diesel car or van means they are
currently not driven to go electric.142
Further targeted policy action, particularly
at a local level, is also required to ensure
those without a driveway across the
country are not left behind in this
transition.143 Consumer EVs should not
be the only focus in the Arc and public
transport solutions should also consider
electric, as should local authorities, when
considering fleet vehicles for service
delivery (waste collection, school transport
etc.). Government should publish a plan to
enable this ahead of COP26. 144
There are two challenges - to increase
modal shift from private vehicles to public
transport networks, whilst simultaneously
financing a new generation of zero emission
vehicles and infrastructure. The Arc could
be a showcase for best practice, acting as a
testbed.145
There are several issues that need to be
addressed in relation to public transport
improvements and solutions in order to
reduce reliance on private cars. Cost –
public transport should be significantly
cheaper than running a car; reliability –
running on-time, all the time ensures public
transport can be relied upon when planning
journeys; regularity – regular departures
and arrivals provide choice and flexibility;
seating – providing more services or more
seating ensures people do not need to
stand; directness – closer proximity to
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start and end locations makes travel easier;
time – spending less time getting to your
destination by public transport. 146
There should be a drive to improve the
reliability and regularity of the existing bus
and rail networks, linking rural settlements
with larger employment, education and
leisure hubs, alongside proper investment
in guided busways and autonomous vehicle
routes with priority over private cars on
existing road networks.147
Rather than seeing innovative systems
as providing the ‘first and last miles’ to
conventional public transport designs,
there is the potential for innovative service
designs that could, in particular, transform
local public transport e.g. demand
responsive services and autonomous mass
transit vehicles.148
By utilising ever-improving technology to
provide an on-demand bookable service
(potentially in the form of an autonomous
vehicle service), pick-ups could be offered
to a variety of people in an area making
the route fast, efficient and critically more
environmentally friendly. AI technology
could be used to work out the best
solutions for the service and routing.149

“There is the potential for innovative service designs
that could transform local public transport”
Prof. Kevin Shakesheff
PVC-Research, Enterprise and Scholarship, The Open University
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5.0 Sustainable Transport Solutions

The role of transport in
delivering a net zero Arc
We welcome the ambition of the spatial
framework vision for the OxfordCambridge Arc to be a great place to live
and work, both now and in the future.
The ambition for the region to be better
connected by making it easier for walking,
cycling, and public transport to become
first choice for everyone in the Arc aligns
entirely with the ambitions of the regional
transport strategy.150
However, sustainable transport requires
changes in infrastructure as well as vehicles.
Alternative fuels such as electricity
and hydrogen need a safe and reliable
distribution network if they are to power
an increasing proportion of vehicles. For
example, electric cars need a charging
network that is available when and where
the power is most effectively supplied,
bearing in mind user requirements and
the availability of cheap, green electricity.
For hydrogen powered vehicles, safe
storage and transfer of the fuel is of key
importance, along with green production
methods. A net zero Arc requires an holistic
approach that encompasses not just the
vehicle but also the energy production and
distribution methods as well as a wholelife approach to consumables such as
batteries, which currently rely heavily on
precious natural resources, degrade rapidly
in terms of efficiency and are difficult to
recycle. In terms of research capability, the
Arc provides leadership in many aspects
of this whole life approach ranging from
energy production to powertrains and
from transport planning to the use of
autonomy.151
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In terms of reaching a net zero Arc, electric
vehicles – and the increased production of
renewable energy to power them – have a
crucial role, as does the use of hydrogen in
freight vehicles. The South East Midlands
is at the forefront of EV and hydrogen
developments, with Milton Keynes having
a higher EV charge point concentration
than Inner London (as of July 2021), Milton
Keynes and Luton both being home to
electric bus hubs, and Cranfield University
in Central Bedfordshire and Chelveston
Energy Park in North Northamptonshire
leading on hydrogen research (including for
automotive and aerospace use) and green
hydrogen generation and use in HGVs
respectively.152
Investment in extensive rapid electric
charging points at public/community
facilities and employment/retail/leisure
destinations will be essential, along
with a requirement that all new homes
have an electric charging point installed.
The electricity network will also need
investment to cope with the additional
demands of electric vehicles which will
become even more of a factor once the
Government’s deadline for cessation of
the sale of non-electric new cars is shortly
reached.153
A reduction in journeys or journey length
is another important strategy in terms of
achieving net zero. This may be achieved
through better planning of space to
provide access to essential services and
amenities as well as through improved
communication networks to allow for
increase homeworking.154
The pandemic has accelerated a move
toward more home working/less business
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travel, with a recent Department for
Transport/Ipsos Mori survey 155 finding
that two fifths (41%) of companies expect
to make fewer business trips than before
the pandemic. Plus, some 26% businesses
(weighted by employment) expect to use
increased homeworking going forward in
the UK.156 This shift can be consolidated
through continued improvements to digital
connectivity, particularly in more rural
areas. In terms of encouraging other modes
of transport, the Local Industrial Strategy
for the South East Midlands sets out an
aim to pilot the use of demand-responsive
transport and MaaS more broadly, and to
link these to plans for wider residential and
commercial growth at the outset. Active
transport options are also important, as
are first-mile-last-mile links connecting
in to plans for EWR. Additionally, non-car
modes of transport need to be made more
reliable and attractive for users if they are to
compete with car use; integrated ticketing
across transport modes is an important
component of this, as are schemes such
as Smart Move Northamptonshire, which
provides a single access point for live travel
and transport information from a variety of
sources and for all modes.157
Carefully thought-out neighbourhood
designs and layouts can ensure that key
services are within walkable and cyclable
distances from homes reducing carbon
footprint of short journeys which will have a
significant benefit. Prioritising active travel
and public transport over private vehicles
including providing more commodious,
safe and direct routes for active travel to
services than by private vehicle encourages
people to reconsider the use of a private
vehicle for many shorter journeys.158
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The creation of an Oxford to
Cambridge cycleway
On a global stage, such a significant
connection would represent the priorities
of the Arc and therefore be highly beneficial.
Clearly the business case for such an
investment would need to be assessed and
the way in which it caters for local journeys
(which most cycle journeys are) would be
the most important consideration. As a
notable flagship project, the proposal would
have merit but needs to be considered in
terms of the markets it would serve and
how it could make best use of existing
infrastructure.159
Although, while a long-distance cycleway
might be useful for leisure purposes it
is hard to see this having any transport
relevance.160 One solution might be for
a cycleway also to accommodate other
forms of transport such as powered
mini-pods or further use of autonomous
delivery robots.161 Of more use would be
integrating the cycle access to EWR and any
other regional transit systems.162

Recommendations
1.

Enable Sustainable Travel: We need to start to pilot the use of demand-responsive transport and MaaS more broadly, and to link
these to plans for wider residential and commercial growth at the outset. Efforts need to be made to make non-car modes of
transport more reliable and attractive for users alongside integrated ticketing across transport modes.

2.

EV Charging Infrastructure: Electric charging infrastructure is integral to the development of the transport solutions for the
Arc. Enabling consumers, businesses and the public sector to have access to highly available, reliable and compatible charging
infrastructure combined with clear payment options is essential in transitioning to electric vehicles. As part of this, all new
homes should be required to have EV charging points and rapid EV charging should be installed at public facilities, employment,
retail and leisure destinations. The electricity network will also need investment to cope with the additional demands of electric
vehicles.

3.

Improved Public Transport: There should be a drive to improve the reliability and regularity of the existing bus and rail network
alongside proper investment in guided busways and autonomous vehicle routes with priority over private cars on existing road
networks.

4.

Adapting to Alternative Fuels: Sustainable transport requires changes in infrastructure as well as vehicles. For hydrogen
powered vehicles, safe storage and transfer of the fuel is of key importance, along with green production methods.
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6.0 East-West Rail
(EWR)
Maintaining momentum on the delivery
in full of EWR is critical to the success of
the Arc as it will provide the overriding
transformational opportunity for our
region.163 It has the potential to unleash
regional economic growth and enhance the
customer experience through exemplar
integration while supporting the longterm well-being of the community.164 It
will be the catalyst for improvements to
the region’s strategic public transport
networks and the decarbonisation of the
transport system. Though each section of
EWR brings benefits to the communities
it serves, the transformational benefit will
only to be realised through the delivery of
EWR in full, as a digitally enabled railway 165
EWR will not only improve transport
connections within the Oxford-Cambridge
Arc and between the clusters of Cambridge
and Oxford but will also enable greater
east-west connectivity with onward
connections, providing access to other
cities such as Manchester and Norwich.
EWR will link Oxford, Cambridge, Milton
Keynes and Bedford - all areas with high
R&D spend per head.166 By linking the
multiple knowledge intensive clusters
within the Arc, not limited to life sciences
and advanced manufacturing, EWR will
play a key role in maintaining the diverse
economic base of the Arc which should
enable both the resilience and economic
growth of the region and surrounding
areas.167
EWR has come to focus rather narrowly on
Oxford to Cambridge, whereas its potential
is as a core route that can then allow the
development of rail services to a wide range

of destinations in southern Britain. So,
the downgrading of the Aylesbury to High
Wycombe link to EWR is a concern and the
services need to run through from Bristol/
Reading to East Anglia.168
Connectivity to the rest of the UK
rail network is essential as east-west
connectivity alone does not fully exploit
the opportunity to shift modal choice. For
example, access to the East Coast (ECML),
Midland (MML) or West Coast (WCML)
main lines may significantly reduce travel
times to northern England and Scotland
for passengers along the Arc and thereby
encourage a shift from road transport.169
The route options considered appear to
connect to the right locations and provide
the basis for several new settlements along
its length. We consider that the opportunity
for new settlements at Tempsford and
Calvert to be significant. However, EWR
should be looking beyond just the rail
scheme itself and should consider the wider
links and connections to the whole growth
area and not assume othered ‘siloed’
agencies or delivery bodies are picking
these up.170
The implementation of the East-West
Rail (EWR) is now assured by Government,
although it does remain subject to the
grant of necessary consents, principally a
development consent order. This sends
a clear and wholly positive signal to the
market. But if the outcome of the EWR
build-out is merely a string of “parkway”
style stations, each surrounded by a sea
of car-parking, then the project will fail to
realise its potential to deliver strategic

connections which can then leverage
economic, social, and environmental
benefits across a wider area. North - South
connections for public transport along the
length of the EWR route must be carefully
considered so that the default choice is
not to travel by car to access the EWR. The
EWR should act as the platform for a series
of local sustainable transport strategies, all
along its route.171
Businesses across the UK depend on rail to
carry their workforces, access customers,
and clear the roads of congestion, reducing
emissions and increasing productivity.
Before the crisis, Oxford Economics’
research found that the rail sector alone
contributed £36.4bn to the UK economy.172
EWR provides a unique opportunity to
facilitate the decarbonisation of this major
route for business travel by presenting a
viable modal shift option from car to train.
In our recent Greener Miles report, we
highlighted that transport accounts for
a third of the UK’s carbon emissions and
decarbonising the commute is vital to
achieving net-zero emissions by 2050. 173
The CBI has recently published a series of
regional scorecards, which among other
metrics look at the average commute
time for regions and sub-regions within
England.174 The average commute
for Cambridgeshire is 30.9 minutes,
Oxfordshire is 27.8 minutes, Milton Keynes
is 26.2 minutes, Bedford is 30.7 minutes and
Luton 37.8 minutes.175 Investment in EWR
should also consider rail freight and the
opportunities for this across the Arc as well
linking the Arc with the wider geography.
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To support improved strategic east/
west connectivity, the provision of EWR is
imperative to realise the vision for the Arc.
However, as a single intervention, it will not
bring about sustainable growth. The priority
for the Arc needs to be supporting local
access to and between conurbations with
each place thinking through how it will adapt
to a longer term, very low carbon vision,
rather than simply an ‘end to end silver
bullet’ such as EWR.176
We consider that the shortage of affordable
housing in many of our successful cities
means that the market within which our
business can source employees needs
to increase. EWR does however make
sustainable and reliable longer distance
journeys more feasible and therefore
increases the catchments for workers.
However, this connectivity does not replace
the more pressing need for local housing
increases in the areas where job growth has,
in some cases, been phenomenal.177

Early certainty regarding the route from
Bedford for Cambridge will increase
confidence for developers, new home
buyers and those who remain sceptical
about the target date for full completion
of the Oxford to Cambridge connection.
Some perceive that progress on the full
EWR has been slow in comparison to other
rail schemes in the UK and overseas, and
that commitment to green propulsion has
not yet been forthcoming (electrification,
hydrogen or battery).179
There has been criticism of the EWR
for not being electrified. In fact, this
could be a sustainability strength rather
than a weakness if the services are to
be developed across a network of nonelectrified lines. There is a real potential for
EWR to be an exemplar hydrogen fuel cell
service, whereas conventionally electrifying
the core line would constrain developing
linking services.180

However, EWR’s potential will only be fully
realised if the rail route is supported by
integrated ‘last mile’ transport systems.
Whilst new residential development will
likely follow the route, existing stations are
often close but not close enough to existing
centres. For example, Lidlington station is
close to Cranfield University and the town
of Ampthill, but without connectivity it
is unlikely to lead to commuters shifting
mode. The answer must be more than
providing car parking spaces at stations.178
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6.0 East-West Rail (EWR)

Creating an interchange
between EWR and HS2

Creating rail links with the
Arc’s science parks

The lack of an HS2 station after Old Oak
Common in London and the trains not
having a station serving the outer south
east catchment is rather odd and an EWR
interchange would therefore seem to make
sense. However, where the lines cross at
Claydon Junction is a very rural area and a
major station here would stimulate strong
pressure for urban development in an area
otherwise unsuited to it. An alternative
might be that with extra capacity
created on the existing West Coast Main
Line, services on EWR from Oxford to
Milton Keynes could be extended to the
Birmingham Interchange, providing a more
satisfactory solution.181

Strategic rail cannot directly serve every
community, campus or business. What it
will provide is a viable means to travel more
sustainably between major destinations
along its length. Intracity transport
solutions that relate and provide good
interchange with EWR are needed to
provide the necessary connectivity to many
of the Arc’s science campuses.183
However, the delivery of the eastern
section of the line and building the new
station at Cambridge South, linking
Addenbrooke’s to the rest of the Arc is
imperative.184

It is hard to ignore the opportunity that
Calvert presents in terms of an interchange
between EWR and HS2. The Oakervee
review highlighted the need for HS2 to be
planned as part of the national rail network
and that stations should be designed to
ensure commercial opportunities are
maximised and planned alongside the
private sector and local government.182

“East West Rail has the potential to unleash regional
economic growth and enhance the customer
experience”
Richard Tunnicliffe
Regional Director, East of England, CBI
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EWR Recommendations
1. Full Delivery of EWR: Maintaining momentum on the delivery in full of EWR is critical
to the success of the Arc as a whole. EWR provides the overriding transformational
opportunity for the region and has the potential to unleash regional economic growth
while being the catalyst for improvements to the region’s strategic public transport
networks and the decarbonisation of the transport system.
2. Certainty on the Route: Early certainty on the route from Bedford for Cambridge
is needed to increase confidence for developers, new home buyers and businesses
operating or locating within the Arc.
3. Connectivity to UK Rail Network: EWR services need to run from Bristol/Reading
to East Anglia and it is essential that this east-west connectivity integrates with the
rest of the UK rail network. Access to the East Coast (ECML), Midland (MML) or West
Coast (WCML) mainlines will reduce travel times to northern England and Scotland
for passengers along the Arc and thereby encourage a shift from road transport. The
downgrading of the Aylesbury to High Wycombe link to EWR is a concern.
4. A Catalyst for Sustainable Travel: Local sustainable transport strategies should be
implemented along the EWR route to ensure north/south connections for public
transport provide a strong alternative to the car.
5. Hydrogen Opportunity: Despite criticism of EWR for not being electrified, this could
be a sustainability strength rather than a weakness. If the services are to be developed
across a network of non-electrified lines, there is real potential for EWR to be an
exemplar hydrogen fuel cell service.
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7.0 International
Connectivity
International connectivity can make or
break the success of the Arc on a global
stage. The Arc already benefits from having
London Luton Airport (LLA) but more could
be made of this regional asset. LLA is a vital
economic driver for the local region and
the UK more widely, providing jobs as well
as opportunities for international travel
and trade. In 2019, LLA directly provided
10,900 jobs and supported a further 17,300,
contributing £1.1bn to the local Three
Counties economy and £1.8bn to the UK
economy.185
Luton Airport is complementary to
the other London airports and delivers
a different proposition. Its size and
governance allow it to be agile and
innovative – as evidenced by it being home
base to the UK’s most successful lowcost carrier, EasyJet and Europe’s largest
holiday airline, TUI. Recent investment in
the airport, including the provision of the
‘Luton Dart’ light rail link to the Thameslink
station at Luton Airport Parkway, increases
the attractiveness of Luton as a departure
point, including the reduction of ground
transfer journey times compared to
Heathrow, Gatwick or Stansted Airport.
This is a golden opportunity for Luton;
the UK’s airports are largely ‘off grid’ as
far as railway connectivity is concerned,
compared with how well Germany does it.186
London Luton Airport has an important
role to play as an international gateway
to the Arc, particularly for businesses/
investors with an interest in the specific
sectoral excellence locally, which includes
life sciences (clustered around Cambridge
but also set to increase along the EWR
route) and high-performance technology/
the Future of Mobility. The airport also
has ambitions to become the UK’s most
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sustainable airport, building on local
research conducted by the OxfordCambridge Arc Virtual Institute for Aviation
(OCAVIA), which includes Cranfield
University and which is working on moving
towards net zero aviation.187
Luton Airport also benefits from existing
and planned investments. The DART will be
a transformational intervention to facilitate
the interchange between national rail and
the airport. The continued improvement
to road connections is unlikely to be
sustainable in the context of a reduced
carbon intensive future.188
Improving transport links to and from
LLA, both for passengers and freight, will
help with the positioning of the airport
as an important gateway to both the Arc
and the UK’s innovation sector. It is also
vital to consider those assets positioned
outside the Arc that can bring important
international connectivity. For example, the
ports at Felixstowe and Harwich as well as
London Gateway. 189
International connectivity should not be
limited to air travel and the potential for a
strategic rail freight interchange should
be considered to intercept freight from
mainland Europe in the heart of the Arc.190
The Arc should also consider how it links
with the Thames Freeport and Freeport
East, and assess the opportunity presented
by airspace for freight deliveries. The
Arc benefits from several airports that
are well located for global or national
transport networks and the potential for
freight interchange and distribution using
airspace and drone-based technology
should be explored as part of the Arc’s
transport strategy. Oxford, Cranfield
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and Duxford could all play a role in the
distribution of goods for the urban centres
of Oxford, Milton Keynes and Cambridge
respectively.191

“London Luton Airport has an important role to play
as an international gateway to the Arc, particularly for
businesses/investors with an interest in the specific
sectoral excellence locally”
Hilary Chipping
Chief Executive, SEMLEP

International Recommendations
1.

Improved Links to LLA: The DART
will be a transformational intervention
to facilitate the interchange between
national rail and Luton Airport and
opportunities to further improve
transport links to and from LLA
for passengers and freight should
be explored. This will help with the
positioning of the airport as an
important gateway to both the Arc and
the UK’s innovation sector.

2.

Introduce a SRFI: There is potential
for a strategic rail freight interchange
(SRFI) within the Arc and this could be
considered to intercept freight from
mainland Europe.
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